
A Powerful Partnership
Collaborating to empower creativity

by protecting creators rights.



Welcome
to the future of
Digital Asset Protection.



We are CopyrightsWorld
A platform that allows creators to protect the copyright of their 
intellectual property and monitor how it is used across the web.
We use 21st century tech to make
copyright protection accessible to everyone.



We are CopyrightsWorld
We use blockchain and AI technologies to

provide you with the highest level of security to protect your most 
valuable digital assets

as well as file sharing and a safe environment to work with your website 
content, social media content, photographs, owned video, e-books, 
courses, graphics, illustrations, music, sound, poems, blog posts, even 
computer programs and databases.



We believe that everyone is a creator.
You are a creator even if you don't know it.
It doesn’t ma�er what profession you are in or how much
experience you have - every time you take a photo, every tweet you 
post, every blog you upload, every meal you make, every conversation 
you have are forms of self-expression and that expression is the purest 
form of creation.



Creators are the new entrepreneurs
In a world that is rapidly changing and evolving, and the overlap between our 
physical and digital worlds comes closer, we want to make sure that you keep 
expressing yourself.

We go one step further in our belief that creators are the new entrepreneurs
in a rapidly evolving digital era. 
And in this rapidly evolving era we help them to be one step ahead of the rest by 
empowering them to own and protect their digital assets –essential for the future 
of creative work.

The New Digital Era
Ten years ago being a creator and 
running an online business was quite 
different than today. In a short space 
of time, expensive, bureaucratic and 
time consuming tasks have been 
transformed into affordable, and often 
free, services that can be accessed 
with the click of a mouse.



What we do
We are creating an ecosystem of partners and affiliates who feel as 

strongly as we do about protecting the intrinsic rights of creators.

Using 21st century tech 

we make copyright protection

as easy as an upload or a hashtag. #



What we do
We empower creators to equip themselves for this new 

digital era by streamlining and automating the 

copyright protection process.

No lawyers. 
No bureaucracy.
Copyright protection is now as simple as something 

you can do on your phone.



How we do it
Digital asset protection has never been as easy or 
as a simple

...File Upload Upload your file from your computer 
or your phone

...Hashtag Add #cwprotect when you share your 
original posts on social media

...Blog Integration Link your blog to your 
CopyrightsWorld account



We want to partner with 
you
because we believe
together we are stronger.
We’re building a network of outstanding industry allies to
impact & empower creators by equipping them for the future.



What we offer our trusted partners
Revenue sharing
we share produced revenue with our partners, recurring in perpetuity.

Products / services promotion, both ways
increasing your user acquisition

Integration
we integrate our automated copyright services
on your platform and/or integrate your service to our platform.

We make it smooth and transparent.



What we offer our trusted partners
Partner agreement / Action list
we collaborate on actions to share and execute

Long term collaboration
we create trust with our partners and are constantly
looking for ways to be be�er and stronger together.



Add an innovative 
service to your 

portfolio of 
customers.

Differentiate from 
your competitors

Add value to your 
service portfolio

What’s in it for you



Strengthen your brand 
reputation by

adding extra data, privacy 
and asset protection service 

to your offerings.

Create an 
additional revenue 

stream for your 
business.

Be a first mover in 
the industry of 

digital asset
protection and 
management.

What’s in it for you



What’s in it for you

Create synergies 
with our partners

Increase your user 
acquisition, promoting 

your services to our 
members.



Thank you for your time!
We’re curious to know your thoughts:

Will you be our partner?


